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Abstract. The present paper provides a thorough analysis and reveals
the yaw torque generated by tyre lateral forces, due to the well-known
combined slip effect. The indirect yaw torque here is captured by a tyre
model simplification designed for the real-time control allocation pur-
pose. Experiments were carried out by a driving robot, controlling steer-
ing wheel, gas and brake pedal at various manoeuvres. The test vehicle
is equipped with high precision measurement-wheel mounted at each
wheel. It was found that the simplified model correlates with the experi-
mental results, where the relation between the wheel torque distribution
of front/rear axles and the yaw torque generated by tyre lateral forces
are highly dependent on the vehicle lateral acceleration and drive torque
request.
Keywords: Optimal Yaw Torque Control, Tyre Model, Control Alloca-
tion, Indirect Yaw torque
1 Introduction
In the recent decades, owing to the development of electric vehicles and Torque
Vectoring (TV) technologies, vehicle stability and yaw response can be simulta-
neously optimized based on the standard direct yaw torque control algorithm for
example Torque Vectoring as in [1–4], without comprising other crucial vehicle
properties such as fuel economy and ride comfort. The cascading of the desired
yaw torque to the individual wheel torque is commonly included in the frame-
work of control allocation. Due to the complexity of the tyre forces at dynamic
driving, the control allocation algorithms nowadays on board do not consider
the combined-slip effect of the tyre. Previous research has tackled this problem
in various ways [5, 6], however the allocation models including tyre behaviours
used in the controllers were not explicitly tested and validated. The present pa-
per provides a detailed experimental quantification and qualification of how tyre
forces can influence the yaw torque balance for Torque Vectoring alike functions.
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2 Control allocation architecture
A number of functions in a premium passenger car handles the wheel torque
distribution among front/rear axle and left/right side. In order to centralize
the wheel torque distribution and also include the effect of combined slip, a
simplified theory was proposed and presented by the authors in [7]. The control
architecture as a whole, can be seen in Fig. 2. The centralized algorithm solves
the allocation problem
minimize
u
(Bu− v)TQ(Bu− v) + uTRu
subject to Cu ≤ b
(1)
where the unknown u consists of torques from the vehicle’s actuators, such
as an internal combustion engine, electric machines and friction brakes, in order
to meet the desired vehicle longitudinal traction force as well as yaw torque
v = [Tx,Mz]
T subjected to the attainable wheel torques b. The generation of
yaw torque is defined as
Mz = M
dir
z +M
ind
z (2)
where the direct yaw torque, Mdirz , is generated by the longitudinal tyre forces
and the indirect yaw torque, M indz is generated by the lateral tyre forces as
a combined slip effect of the longitudinal ones. In [7] it was further assumed
that the indirect yaw torque around an operational point of constant lateral
acceleration and traction torque could be approximated to
M indz = k (− a) ,  =
Tx,rear
Tx,rear + Tx,front
(3)
where k and a are tyre dependent parameters strongly influenced by the tyre
combined slip mechanism. The Eq. 3 should be interpreted such that the indi-
rect yaw torque could be influenced by changing the front to rear distribution
of tractive force without changing either the total tractive force nor the lat-
eral acceleration. One implication of Eq. 3 is that a re-distribution of tractive
force from the front to the rear axle will increase yaw torque and in turn the
understeering of the vehice will be reduced.
The indirect yaw torque is expressed as
M indz =
(
fFLy + f
FR
y
)
cos(δf )lf+
(
fFLy − fFRy
)
sin(δf )w/2−
(
fRLy + f
RR
y
)
lr (4)
where the super-scripts {FL,FR,RL,RR} indicates the front (F), rear (R), left
(L) and right (R) tyre. The steering angle is denoted δf , lf and lr are the
distances from center of gravity to the front and rear axle respectively, w is the
track width.
In [7] the conceptual and simplified hypothesis, as illustrated in Fig. 1, was
introduced to describe how indirect yaw torque is dependent on tractive axle
force distribution.
The work in this paper has been done to verify if the hypothesis in Fig. 1
holds by experimental tyre force measurements. Of particular interest is if the
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Fig. 1: The indirect yaw torque dependent on the tractive axle force distribution.
assumption done in Eq. 3 is good enough and to quantify when larger deviations
are expected.
Fig. 2: Architecture of yaw torque control allocation.
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3 Experiment
3.1 Test vehicle
In order to measure the tyre forces and be able to repeat measurements with high
precision, a test vehicle was equipped with torque and force sensing measuring-
wheels combined with a driving robot, see Fig. 3.
Fig. 3: Measurement wheels and driving robot used in the experiment.
The actual test vehicle is a Volvo XC60 T8 hybrid which has one ICE at the
front axle and one electric motor at the rear axle. The electric motor has the top
power and torque outputs approx. as 85 kW and 240 Nm, which corresponds to
about 1800 Nm at the wheel. The torques distribution between the front and rear
axles could be calibrated by a development software in the vehicle’s electronic
control units.
3.2 M indz dependencies
In Fig. 4, the indirect yaw torque is measured at a number of power-on-curve
manoeuvres with different lateral accelerations and axle torque distribution con-
figurations, where the throttle input is kept as the same i.e. 60%. It shows that
the higher the ay, the larger the M
ind
z , given a similar total drive torque Tx. As
noted by the text boxs in Fig. 4, even if the throttle input is unchanged, Tx could
vary significantly at different axle torque distribution strategies. For instance, at
ay = 3 [m/s
2], FWD with ICE at the front axle, could deliver up to 5151 Nm,
while RWD with electric motor stays only at 3667 Nm. This explains the lower
M indz even with more drive torque allocated to the rear axle. Another observation
is that for RWD case, at more aggressive lateral acceleration the indirect yaw
torque becomes less, e.g at ay = 5 [m/s
2] as compared to ay = 4 [m/s
2]. This
reveals clearly a trade-off between longitudinal and lateral tyre forces due to
combined slip effect, where higher lateral acceleration entering the curve limits
the built-up of longitudinal forces, hence lower M indz can be generated. We see
this as an indication of limited yaw influence by indirect yaw torque at AWD,
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where tyre lateral force can be easily saturated at high lateral acceleration and
potential instability can be monitored.
Similarly, in Fig. 5, the indirect yaw torque is measured at a number of power-
on-curve manoeuvres with different throttle inputs and axle torque distribution
configurations, where the same lateral acceleration is reached i.e. ay = 5 [m/s
2].
It shows that the higher the throttle input, the larger the M indz , given the same
ay. It is again noticed that the distribution of drive torque to the rear axle is
highly limited by the power capacities of the electric motor at the axle, as well
as the stability limits due to tyre slip.
The results of the closed-loop controller with the control allocation method
described above, is shown by the AWD data points on the line connected by
FWD and RWD cases. The hypothesis as presented in [7] was that indirect yaw
torque can have a linear correlation with the longitudinal torque distribution,
and its gradient is dependent on both the lateral acceleration and total drive
torque. This would mean that any AWD case is lying on the line between FWD
and RWD cases. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 have given the evidence of this hypothesis,
even though the actual drive torque was hardly maintained the same.
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Fig. 4: Indirect yaw torque at different lat. accelerations and long. torque distribution.
Text box denotes the total drive torque Tx.
3.3 Exemplar scenarios results
Fig.6 below shows one example, where the ground truth of indirect yaw torque
of three wheel torque distributions are shown. During the power-on-curve ma-
noeuvre as shown by the vehicle states plot on the right, RWD ( = 1) here in
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Fig. 5: Indirect yaw torque at different throttle inputs and long. torque distribution.
Text box denotes the total drive torque Tx.
this case provides the highest indirect yaw torque, while FWD( = 0) provides
the lowest amount; AWD case arrives in the middle as expected.
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Fig. 6: Results driving with different axle torque distribution, at 60% and ay = 4 [m/s
2].
Another example is shown below in Fig.7, at even higher drive torque request
i.e. with 80% throttle ay = 5 [m/s
2]. It is interesting to note that at this near-
limit handling case, the FWD configuration generates negative yaw torque which
makes the car fairly understeered. Furthermore, as shown in the vehicle speed
diagram of Fig.7, even if RWD could not produce as much tractive force as
compared to FWD and AWD, its influence of resultant tyre lateral force on yaw
torque is prominent. Observe that with all driveline configurations, similar yaw
response is seen in the yaw rate diagram, given different indirect yaw torque; this
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is due to the fact that certain direct yaw torque is generated by the differential
slip controller.
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Fig. 7: Results driving with different axle torque distribution, at 80% and ay = 5 [m/s
2].
4 Conclusions
This work is an experimental study on how indirect yaw torque can be con-
trolled by re-distributing tractive torque axle-wise. Different axle force distribu-
tions have been tested on a hybrid vehicle instrumented with force and torque
measurement wheels and a driving robot. The investigation have had challenges
controlling axle torque accurately which made the the verification more compli-
cated. However, the experiments have confirmed that the indirect yaw torque
increases approximately linearly when the axle torque distribution factor  is
increased. Further on, the indirect yaw torque is increased for an increased total
tractive torque and lateral acceleration.
Future work is to further develop the indirect yaw torque calculator in the
closed-loop controller, and perform experiments with measurement wheels to
directly validate the accuracy and efficiency of the control allocation algorithm.
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